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Abstract

The aim of the paper is to propose the
semi-formal model of dialogues with con-
flict resolution. We focus on the speci-
fication for goals and effects of this type
of dialogue. Our proposal is based upon
the popular and influential model by D.
Walton. We show that this model, even
though referring directly to conflict reso-
lution, does not allow to express its im-
portant properties. The paper proposes
the model’s modification and extension,
which enables describing various charac-
teristics related to the goals of conflict res-
olution. Moreover, we combine formal
and linguistic concepts to define different
kinds of effects achieved in this type of di-
alogues.

1 Introduction

The paper proposes the semi-formal model of di-
alogues with conflict resolution (CR). The model
is to serve as a heuristic tool for the study of di-
alogues aiming at conflict resolution. The proper-
ties of the heuristic tool are rooted in both interper-
sonal dialogues and multi-agent systems (MAS).

The paper is organized into Section 2 and Sec-
tion 3. In Section 2, drawing on the influential
model established by D. Walton, we discuss the
possible goals of dialogues with conflict resolu-
tion. Considerations in Section 2 serve also as
underpinnings of our claim that Walton’s model
should be extended to enhance its applicability. In
Section 3, relying on the heuristic power of the
model we have proposed in Section 2, we focus
on the degrees of reaching the initial goal of CR.

Although Walton’s typology of dialogues takes
into account the dialogue with conflict resolu-
tion, it omits its significant properties and aspects.
More specifically, it does not allow for the dis-

tinction of the two types of strategies for achiev-
ing conflict resolution: egoistic and collaborative.
While the first strategy enables an agent to strive
for his/her individual goal, the second one empha-
sizes the superiority of the collaborative CR. The
importance of the individual standpoints for agents
is significantly diminished in the second case.

Our contribution to the existing models of dia-
logues is the proposal of clearly defined properties
of CR. The first part of the model specifies the
goals of dialogues with conflict resolution taking
into account the pre-planned goals of system and
agents. The second part of the model determines
the types of the effects which can be achieved
through a dialogue with the pre-planned conflict
resolution. The effects are understood as degrees
of achieving conflict resolution. The model uses
both formal (e.g. dialogue systems) and linguistic
(e.g. topical relevance) concepts.

2 Goals of dialogues with conflict
resolution

In this section, we explore what goals the dia-
logues with conflict resolution have. We limit our
considerations to the initial goal of a dialogue, i.e.
the goal related to the intention of initiating the di-
alogue. We start our consideration with the model
proposed by Walton (Section 2.1) and then pro-
pose its extension which allows to enhance expres-
sivity and applicability of this model (Section 2.2).

2.1 Limitations of Walton’s model
Walton’s model was originally presented in (Wal-
ton, 1989) and further developed in (Walton, 1995;
Walton and Krabbe, 1995). Walton’s work is
broadly studied in linguistics and selectively dis-
cussed in social psychology, while Walton &
Krabbe’s work is widely applied in the formal di-
alogue systems and MAS.

In this model, the persuasion dialogue (also
called critical discussion originally introduced by
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(van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 1984)) is the only
type of dialogue that is meant to be related to
conflict resolution. There are other types of dia-
logues that have something in common with con-
flict, however, their goal is not to resolve it. Ne-
gotiation aims for conflict settlement, and eristics
aims for reaching a (provisional) accommodation.
The other types of dialogues do not refer to con-
flict at all (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, 80-81).

Walton specifies the dialogues by means of
three properties: initial situation, main goal and
participant’s aims. The initial situation of the per-
suasion is a conflict of opinion. The main goal is
to resolve this conflict by verbal means. The aim
of each participant is to persuade the other party to
take over its point of view (see Table 1).

initial state main goal agent’s goal
conflicting resolution persuade

points of view of conflict the other(s)

Table 1. The properties of persuasion dialogue
from (Walton and Krabbe, 1995).

This model relates the persuasion dialogue to
the issue of conflict resolution. However, it has
some serious limitations if we want to analyze this
issue in a more detailed manner. Below, we dis-
cuss three of those limitations.

Limitation 1: conflict’s object. The first criti-
cism refers to the types of conflicts identified in
Walton’s model. It distinguishes only two types
of conflict - with respect to opinion (the conflict
specific for persuasion) and interest (the conflict
specific for negotiation). Since the goal of nego-
tiation is not to resolve the conflict, the only di-
alogues with conflict resolution considered in this
model are dialogues that aim for agreeing on opin-
ions (i.e. resolving the conflict of opinion).

On the other hand, in the literature related to
applications of dialogues allowing for conflict res-
olution, many other objects of conflict are dis-
tinguished and studied. Besides conflict between
opinions (see (Prakken, 2006) for an overview),
conflicts concern e.g. attitudes (Pasquier et al.,
2006), actions (Bench-Capon et al., 2005), be-
havior (Sierra et al., 1997), intentions (Dignum et
al., 2001), plans (Tang and Parsons, 2005), pref-
erences (Sycara, 1990) or permissions for gaining
access to information (Perrussel et al., 2007). The
model restricted to conflict of opinion has, thus, a
strong limitation in expressivity and applicability.

Limitation 2: the meaning of “main goal”.
The next limitation refers to the ambiguity of the
notion “main goal”. It is not clear if the main goal
means: (1) that resolution of conflict is the basic,
but still individual aim of an agent, while his sec-
ondary aim is to persuade the other agent, or (2)
it means the goal of the system of all participants
(i.e. the joint goal of agents as a group).

Throughout the paper, we use the word “system
of agents” to denote the group of individuals (hu-
man or artificial). That is, a system may be a group
of people (e.g. a council of doctors or a council of
war), as well as a multi-agent system.

It seems that in Walton’s model meaning (1) is
assumed:1

We must distinguish between the pri-
mary or main goal of a type of dia-
logue and the aims of the participants
(...). Thus, the primary goal of negoti-
ation could be characterized as “making
a deal.” By entering into negotiations the
parties implicitly subscribe to this over-
all purpose. But, besides, each party
pursues, within the dialogue, the partic-
ular aim of getting the best out of it for
oneself (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, 67).

A negative consequence of this interpretation is
discussed in Section 2.2 (see Proposition 1).

Limitation 3: the scope of persuasion’s goal.
The last criticism refers to the relation between the
main goal and participants’ aims. Assume the first
meaning of the main goal described above (i.e., the
main goal means a primary, individual goal). Two
interpretations of the relation between the main
goal and the participant’s goal are possible: (1) the
narrow one: the persuasion dialogue has to fulfill
both of those goals, and (2) the broad one: the per-
suasion has to fulfill at least one of them.

Both of the interpretations generate some prob-
lems. If interpretation (1) is assumed, then collec-
tive methods of conflict resolution are inexpress-
ible in Walton’s model (i.e when agents aim to re-
solve a conflict and they do not care about their
individual victories). From the point of view of its
important applications such as MAS, it is a strong
limitation. The multi-agents systems have some
tasks to perform (e.g. to control the temperature
in a building). A conflict among agents may be an

1Consider the goals of persuasion in analogy to negotia-
tion.
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obstacle in accomplishing those tasks: “Finding
ways for agents to reach agreements in multiagent
systems is an area of active research” (Parsons and
Sklar, 2005, 297). Typically, in MAS persuasion
represented by Walton’s model is used as a tool
for conflict resolution. As a result, the collective
method for conflict resolution is entirely excluded
from the studies. Since in the narrow interpreta-
tion an agent has to fulfill both of the goals, then
he is restricted to adopt an egoistic strategy. This
makes impossible to express the cooperative meth-
ods of conflict resolution which from the view-
point of MAS should be equally (or maybe even
more) desirable.

On the other hand, if interpretation (2) is as-
sumed, then both of these methods of conflict res-
olution (egoistic and collective) are describable in
Walton’s model, however, they are undistinguish-
able. If the word “persuasion dialogue” denotes
both of these strategies, then some additional sub-
classes of persuasion should be introduced to refer
to a particular type of strategy.

In (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, 66), the authors
indicate that their aim is not to propose the exhaus-
tive typology of dialogues. However, the scope of
applicability of this typology (e.g. in MAS) nar-
rows down the functionality of the models which
originate from the distinction. Therefore, despite
its pioneering and important advances in the for-
mal dialectics, Walton’s model needs to be modi-
fied and extended such that limitations 1-3 could
be avoided.

2.2 Extension of Walton’s model

In this section, we propose the extension of Wal-
ton’s (1989) model. Let Agt = {1, . . . , n} be a set
of names of agents. Our model is built upon and
uses the standard notions from the formal systems
of persuasion dialogue (see e.g. (Prakken, 2006)),
in particular the model proposed in (Prakken,
2005).2 Let Lt be a topic language (a logical lan-
guage including e.g. p,¬p), and Lc be a communi-
cation language (a set of locutions including e.g.
claim p, why p). Each agent maintains a list of ut-
terances, called the commitment store. Intuitively,
commitments are what an agent publicly declares
as his beliefs, attitudes, intentions, plans, etc. A
set of an agent i’s commitments at a stage d of a

2In the paper, a detailed formal specification for a dia-
logue system is not needed; for the full details the reader is
referred to the references.

dialogue is denoted by Cd(i) (for i ∈ Agt). For
example, if i makes a move claim p at a dialogue
stage d, then p is placed in his commitment store,
i.e. p ∈ Cd(i).

We introduce some simplifications for the clar-
ity of presentation. First, we limit our considera-
tions to a system of agents S which consists of two
players in a dialogue, i.e. S = {i, j} ⊆ Agt. We
use a symbol ī to denote an agent i’s adversary.
It means that when i ∈ prop(t) (i is a proponent
for t), then ī ∈ opp(t) (̄i is an opponent against
t). Moreover, we assume that a conflict refers to
one object (one belief, one attitude, etc.). This as-
sumption corresponds to a single type of dialogue
(van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 1984, 80).

Conflict. First we specify the notion of conflict.
The conflict in relation to t is denoted by {t, t̄}
(t̄ denotes opposing standpoint to t). A topic t
may refer to different objects, e.g. opinions, at-
titudes, actions, intentions, preferences, and so on.
Moreover, for simplicity we do not consider “neu-
tral” commitments, i.e. we assume that there is
not such t that t /∈ Cd(i) and t̄ /∈ Cd(i). Conse-
quently, {t, t̄}means that one of agents is commit-
ted to t, while his opponent is committed to t̄, i.e.
t ∈ Cd(i) and t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i).

Let S = {i, j} ⊆ Agt be a system of agents,
and t ∈ Lt be a topic of disagreement between
agents. We say that after a dialogue d a con-
flict {t, t̄} is resolved, when either both agents are
committed to t, or both are committed to t̄:

Definition 1 After execution of dialogue d, con-
flict {t, t̄} between agents in S is resolved, when
exactly one of the following conditions holds: (1)
t ∈ Cd(i) and t ∈ Cd(̄i), or (2) t̄ ∈ Cd(i) and
t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i).

Observe that in this definition the disjunction is
exclusive, i.e. it holds only if exactly one of the
elements that it connects is true (either first one is
true and second - false, or the opposite way).

Conflict resolution for system of agents. Now
we can specify the class of dialogues in which the
conflict resolution is the goal of the whole system
of agents. We use the notion “conflict resolution”
instead of “dialogue with conflict resolution”, if
there is no danger for confusion.

Definition 2 Dialogue d is conflict resolution for
S in relation to t (denoted by d ∈ CRS,t), when
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the goal of S is to resolve conflict {t, t̄} between
agents in S after execution of d.

We assume that a system’s goal is a joint pur-
pose of all agents in the system. For example, in
MAS this goal may be a result of a need to ac-
complish a task by a system (e.g. to control the
temperature in a building). Since a conflict is an
obstacle for a system’s joint performance, its goal
will be to resolve this conflict. Observe that hu-
mans may be in some sense unaware of their joint
purpose. Imagine that Bob and Ann have a walk in
the mountains. They approach the crossroad. Ann
thinks that they should go left, and Bob claims
they should go right. They may be extremely com-
petitive and willing to persuade the other party to
take the path each of them have chosen, however,
still their joint goal as a group is to move further
and eventually come back home safely.

Conflict resolution for individuals. From the
point of view of the system’s members, the very
same goal (of conflict resolution) may be accom-
plished in different manners. An agent may adopt
one of the following individual strategies of fulfill-
ing the system’s goal: persuasive (egoistic), col-
laborative or passive.

The agent has a persuasive goal if he is inter-
ested only in such an outcome of a dialogue in
which his standpoint wins. That is, if in conflict
{t, t̄} an agent i is committed to t, then i executes
persuasion when his goal is to make ī be commit-
ted to t.

Definition 3 Conflict resolution d is persuasion
for agent i ∈ S in relation to t (denoted by
d ∈ CRPeri

S,t ), when the goal of i is that after ex-
ecution of d, it holds: t ∈ Cd(i) and t ∈ Cd(̄i).

The second strategy that an agent may adopt
to achieve a system’s goal is collaborative. In-
tuitively, the agent has a collaborative goal if he
is interested in such an outcome of a dialogue in
which any party wins. That is, i is collaborative
when his goal is to reach an agreement regardless
of whether both agents will be committed to t or
both will be committed to t̄:

Definition 4 Conflict resolution d is collaborative
dialogue for agent i ∈ S in relation to t (denoted
by d ∈ CRColi

S,t ), when the goal of i is to resolve
conflict {t, t̄} between agents in S after execution

of d.

Such dialogues are specific for cooperative sys-
tems, while persuasion is typical for adversarial
domains. When doctors disagree and discuss what
method of treatment to apply in a particular case,
then they may adopt collaborative strategy of con-
flict resolution. On the other hand, when an in-
surance agent and a client disagree and discuss the
type of insurance the client should buy, then the
agent (typically) adopts egoistic strategy.

The goals of persuasion dialogues such as in-
formativeness and the increase in understand-
ing through the performance of maieutic function
(Walton, 1995, 102-103) are specific for collabo-
rative rather than for persuasive CRS,t (see (Felton
et al., 2009) for experimental results). Still, they
are not the intended goals of CRS,t but constitute
some “extra” value.

Observe that persuasive and collaborative goals
are not two mutually-exclusive strategies, but
rather the prototypical forms representing the ex-
tremes of an intention continuum. While in MAS
agents can be designed to behave according to
given definitions, then in natural contexts humans
may adopt strategies located somewhere between
those two extremes (a person may be more or less
persuasive, or collaborative).

The last individual “strategy” in conflict resolu-
tion is passive. Intuitively, the agent is passive in
d, if he has no goal. He only reacts to the moves
executed by his adversary. In other words, such an
agent is an opponent against t, but not a proponent
for t̄ (i.e., i ∈ opp(t), but i /∈ prop(t̄)). This type
of goal can be described as follows: “the other par-
ticipant has a role of raising critical questions that
cast doubt on that thesis” (Walton, 1995, 100).

Definition 5 Conflict resolution d is passive dia-
logue for agent i ∈ S in relation to t (denoted by
d ∈ CR∅i

S,t), when i has no goal of executing d.

Note that in d ∈ CRS,t, at least one agent cannot
be passive.

Subclasses of conflict resolution. In the formal
language of dialogue systems, no symbol repre-
senting a goal is specified. To account for our con-
siderations, we introduce a preliminary version of
its specification. Let Gi,t(d) be a set of i’s goals
in a dialogue d ∈ CRS,t. We can distinguish the
following types of system’s conflict resolution:
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• if (Gi,t(d) = {Per} or Gi,t(d) = {Col})3,
and Gī,t(d) = ∅, then d is asymmetric CRS,t

(which corresponds to simple dialogue de-
rived from (van Eemeren and Grootendorst,
1984, 80));

• if (Gi,t(d) = {Per} and Gī,t(d) = {Per}),
or (Gi,t(d) = {Col} and Gī,t(d) = {Col}),
then d is symmetric CRS,t (which corre-
sponds to compound dialogue derived from
(van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 1984, 80));

• if Gi,t(d) = {Per} and Gī,t(d) = {Col},
then d is mixed CRS,t.

Recall that we discussed a problem with inter-
pretation of “main goal” in Walton’s model (Sec-
tion 2.1). We argued that the goals of persuasion
(plausibly) mean both resolving a conflict and per-
suading the other agent (see Limitation 3). More-
over, those goals seemed to be individual aims of
the dialogue’s participant (see Limitation 2). If
this is the case, then an agent has two individual
goals, i.e. {Per} ⊆ Gi,t(d) and {Col} ⊆ Gi,t(d).
Then, Walton’s persuasion would be a multi-goal
dialogue. However, it can be easily shown that the
multi-goal d reduces to the single-goal d of per-
suasive conflict resolution (for a given agent):

Proposition 1 Let i ∈ S ⊆ Agt and t ∈ Lt. If
d ∈ CRS,t and {Per} ⊆ Gi,t(d) and {Col} ⊆
Gi,t(d), then Gi,t(d) = {Per}.

To prove the proposition formally, we would need
to introduce more precise specifications. For ex-
ample, we would have to decide how we want to
understand goals (e.g. as formulas (Budzynska et
al., 2009), or as states (Tokarz, 1985; Tang and
Parsons, 2005)). However, such a level of formal-
ization is outside the scope of this paper. Instead,
we will give the intuitions for such a proof. Say
that an agent’s goal in a dialogue is understood as
a set of states which could be reached after the di-
alogue. Then, the goal Per is a set of states where
the following condition is satisfied: t ∈ Cd(i) and
t ∈ Cd(̄i). Further, the goal Col is a set of states
where the exclusive disjunction of the two condi-
tions is satisfied: (t ∈ Cd(i) and t ∈ Cd(̄i)) or
(t̄ ∈ Cd(i) and t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i)). If {Per} ⊆ Gi,t(d)
and {Col} ⊆ Gi,t(d), then a goal set of states
Gi,t(d) have to be an intersection of two of the

3For simplicity, we do not introduce the precise specifica-
tion for goals. Intuitively, Gi,t(d) = {Per} means that i has
persuasive goal in d with respect to t.

sets described above. Since the condition for Per
is the first element of the exclusive disjunction for
Col, then only this element will be true. It means
that Gi,t(d) is reduced to the set {Per}.

Consequently, in Walton’s model the main goal
of conflict resolution is an (unintended) result of
an individual persuasive goal adopted by an agent,
rather than an additional (primary, main) goal of
this agent. Moreover, a collaborative conflict res-
olution cannot be defined within Walton’s model.
The solution that we propose in the paper is to ex-
tend this model with the separation of system’s
goal from agents’ goals, and the distinction be-
tween different individual strategies of reaching
system’s goal.

To conclude, the extension of Walton’s model
generates five subclasses of the dialogues with
conflict resolution for a system of agents:

CRS,t = (CRPeri
S,t ∩CR∅ī

S,t) ∪ (CRPeri
S,t ∩CRPerī

S,t )

∪ (CRColi
S,t ∩ CR∅ī

S,t) ∪ (CRColi
S,t ∩ CRCol̄i

S,t )

∪ (CRPeri
S,t ∩ CRCol̄i

S,t ).

The first subclass of conflict resolution is asym-
metric persuasive CRS,t, the second one - sym-
metric persuasive CRS,t, the third - asymmetric
collaborative CRS,t, the forth - symmetric collab-
orative CRS,t, and the last one - mixed CRS,t. Ob-
serve that Walton’s model allows to express and
explore only two first subclasses.

3 Effects of conflict resolution

This section determines the types of the effects
which can be achieved through a dialogue with
the pre-planned conflict resolution. Four degrees
of accomplishing conflict resolution are distin-
guished and exemplified: fully unsuccessful dia-
logue (Section 3.1), partially successful dialogue
(Section 3.2), fully successful dialogue (Section
3.1) and over-successful dialogue (Section 3.4).

3.1 Unsuccessful vs. successful dialogue

Recall that Cd(i) means agent i’s commitment
store at the stage of dialogue d. Following our
specification for the goals in dialogues with con-
flict resolution, unsuccessful and successful CRS,t

may be defined. Let S = {i, j} ⊆ Agt and t ∈ Lt.

Definition 6 Conflict resolution d ∈ CRS,t is
(fully) unsuccessful for system S in relation to t,
when conflict {t, t̄} between agents in S is not re-
solved after execution of d.
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Since in Definition 1 the disjunction was exclu-
sive, CRS,t is fully unsuccessful for S in two
cases: (1) if t ∈ Cd(i), and t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i), or (2) if
t̄ ∈ Cd(i), and t ∈ Cd(̄i).

Definition 7 Dialogue CRPeri
S,t is (fully) unsuc-

cessful persuasion for agent i in relation to t,
when after execution of d, it holds: t̄ ∈ Cd(i) or
t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i).

That is, a persuasive conflict resolution is fully un-
successful for i in three cases: (1) if t ∈ Cd(i) and
t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i), or (2) if t̄ ∈ Cd(i) and t ∈ Cd(̄i), or (3)
if t̄ ∈ Cd(i) and t̄ ∈ Cd(̄i). In the cases (1) and
(2), an agent i is unsuccessful, since the goal of the
system is not accomplished. Thus, even though in
(2) i managed to make ī be committed to i’s initial
standpoint t, he failed to resolve the conflict. In
case (3), even though the conflict is resolved, i is
unsuccessful, since he failed to make ī be commit-
ted to t.

Definition 8 Dialogue CRColi
S,t is (fully) unsuc-

cessful collaborative dialogue for agent i in rela-
tion to t, when conflict {t, t̄} between agents in S
is not resolved after execution of d.

A passive conflict resolution for an agent i can-
not be successful or unsuccessful for i, since a set
of i’s goals is empty. In other words, there is no
goal to achieve for this agent in a given dialogue.

The definitions of successful dialogues are ana-
logical to Definitions 6-8:

Definition 9 Conflict resolution d ∈ CRS,t is
(fully) successful for system S in relation to t,
when conflict {t, t̄} between agents in S is re-
solved after execution of d.

Definition 10 Persuasion CRPeri
S,t is (fully) suc-

cessful for agent i in relation to t, when after ex-
ecution of d, it holds: t ∈ Cd(i) and t ∈ Cd(̄i).

Interestingly, when d ∈ CRPeri
S,t accomplishes

individual goal of i, then d accomplishes a sys-
tem’s goal. Observe that the relationship in the
opposite direction does not hold. That is, if a sys-
tem’s goal is accomplished, the persuasive goal of
i does not have to be fulfilled, since ī could be suc-
cessful.

Definition 11 Collaborative dialogue CRColi
S,t is

(fully) successful for agent i in relation to t, when

conflict {t, t̄} between agents in S is resolved after
execution of d.

Clearly, if i accomplishes a collaborative goal,
then he will accomplish the goal of a system. In
this case, the relationship in the opposite direction
does hold.

3.2 Fully unsuccessful vs. partly successful
conflict resolution

In formal approach, it is not possible to differ-
entiate partially successful CRS,t from the fully
unsuccessful CRS,t. Therefore, a need arises to
define partially successful dialogues in pragmatic
terms, using both Cartesian and non-Cartesian ap-
proach. Non-Cartesian approach relies on ratio-
empirical pragmatics which allows for gradualis-
tic reasoning and non-discreteness (Walton, 1995,
158)(Kopytko, 2002). Cartesian approach, as
(Kopytko, 2002, 523) indicates, refers to ‘discrete-
ness/categoriality of pragmatic phenomena’. To
define partially successful dialogues we need not
only discrete terminology (such as ‘move’, ‘goal’,
‘agent’), but also non-discrete procedures and con-
cepts (such as ‘gradual reasoning’, ‘topical rele-
vance’). Consider the following examples (where
i1 means a first move in a dialogue performed by
agent i):

(d1) Bob1: Let’s go to the cinema today.
Ann2: No.

(d1a) Bob3: But Avatar is playing at the Odeon.
Ann4: OK, but we’ll go tomorrow. I have no time
today.

(d1b) Bob3: So let’s go to the theatre.
Ann4: OK, let’s go.

Dialogue d1a and dialogue d1b are possible con-
tinuations of dialogue d1. They are sequential pro-
cedures in which partial conflict resolution can be
described in terms of the non-Cartesian approach.
At the last stage of d1a and d1b, Ann is not commit-
ted to statement expressed in move Bob1. At this
point, it is essential to distinguish between the goal
of the system of conflict resolution and the topic
(t) of the conversation. In each case, topic t relates
to the positive attitude to going to the cinema today
while the goal of the system is a conflict resolution
on topic t. The effectiveness of the achievement of
conflict resolution is different in each case. In d1

Ann rejects topic t and thus conflict resolution is
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not achieved. In d1a and d1b, however, the partial
accomplishment of conflict resolution occurs due
to the agreement with statement in move Bob3.
It is evident in d1a and d1b that the moves refer
to a set of topics Ti,t which specify the area of
i’s interest of conflict resolution with respect to t.
The commitment of agent i to one of the possi-
ble topics from the set Ti,t (e.g. positive attitude
to going to the cinema tomorrow not today) in his
last turn manifests topical relevance and partial ac-
complishment of conflict resolution.

In dialogue d1b, Bob divides his conflict resolu-
tion into submoves. As the achievement of conflict
resolution is gradually strived for, in move3 Bob
attempts to remain within the set of topic TBob,t.
Although topic t is rejected by Ann in move2,
Bob in the statement in move Bob3 still tries to
get some benefit for himself and be relevant. Ann
treats the positive attitude to going to the theatre
(move Bob3) as an allowable alternative within
the set of topics TBob,t. Only if both move Bob1

and move Bob3 were acclaimed by Ann, the whole
conflict in d1b would be successfully resolved. The
accomplishment of part of i’s conflict resolution
occurs since only the statement in move3 is ac-
cepted. Treating conflict resolution as related to a
set of topics Ti,t points to non-discreteness of the
process of achieving conflict resolution.

3.3 Over-successful dialogue

Similarly, in formal approach there is no way to
express over-successful dialogue. We have to take
into account that the topics in Ti,t differ in the
degree of acceptance and degree of importance
for agent i. If conflict resolution is achieved due
to topical relevance and agent i is not only com-
pletely satisfied with the last move of agent ī but
also attributes the high degree of importance to it,
then we can talk about over-successful conflict res-
olution.

We propose to draw the distinction between ra-
dial topics and prototype topics. The distinction is
motivated by the Lakoff’s categorization of con-
cepts into prototypical and radial ones (Lakoff,
1987). In the approach we advocate, prototypical
and radial categories should not exclusively relate
to single concepts, but also to topics (opinions, at-
titudes, actions, intentions, preferences, etc.). Pro-
totype topics manifest essential, stereotypical and
salient examples of topic t. Radial topics are in-
directly concerned with the prototype topics. It

means that depending on the context they can re-
late to the prototype topics or not. This can be
expressed by the formula Ti,t = TPi,t ∪ TRi,t in
which Ti,t is the set of topics relevant to t, TPi,t

are the prototype topics relevant t and TRi,t are
the radial topics indirectly relevant to t. If the
last move of Ann manifests both prototype rele-
vance (TPi,t) and radial relevance (TRi,t) and the
radial relevance has a high degree of importance
for agent i, then we can talk about over-successful
CRS,t. Consider dialogue d2:

(d2) Bob1: Let’s go to the cinema today.
Ann2: Why?
Bob3: Avatar is playing at the Odeon.
Ann4: OK and I’ll invite you for dinner after-
wards.
Bob5: OK.

In d2, move4 of Ann manifest both TPi,t (the
positive attitude to going to the cinema to see
Avatar today) and TRi,t (the positive attitude to
going for dinner afterwards). Since TRi,t has
a high degree of importance and acceptance for
agent i we can observe over-successful CRS,t.

4 Conclusions

Dialogues with conflict resolution play an impor-
tant role in different contexts. In MAS, the most
important issue is the realization of system’s tasks.
A CRS,t dialogue enables to resolve a disagree-
ment on t, which enhances a cooperative accom-
plishment of S’s tasks. The minor issue is how
the resolution of a conflict is achieved - either
in an egoistic or a collaborative way. The con-
flict resolution is also important in educational set-
ting, since the collaborative goal of performing
a dialogue supports teaching students of knowl-
edge construction through argumentation in sci-
ence classrooms (Felton et al., 2009).

From this point of view, constraining a model
to the subclass of dialogues that aim to resolve a
conflict in an egoistic manner is a serious limita-
tion. In Proposition 1, we show that the main (in-
dividual) goal of resolving the conflict is reducible
to the secondary individual goal of persuading the
other party. As a result, in Walton’s model there is
no reason to consider the property of the main goal
defined in such a way, since it does not provide
any additional information to the dialogue’s spec-
ification beyond that information which is pro-
vided by the property of the persuasive individ-
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ual goal. Thus, it is not clear in what sense Wal-
ton talks about the “collective goal” (contrasting
it with the “individual goals”) or the cooperative-
ness as a property of persuasion dialogue (Walton,
1995, 101).

In the paper, we propose the extensions that al-
low to specify dialogues in which the superior goal
is to resolve a conflict. In our model, this goal may
be achieved by individuals in different manners.
First, an agent may be persuasive, i.e. he may be
interested only in such a resolution in which his
standpoint wins. An agent may also choose the
collaborative goal, i.e. he may aim at any outcome
which brings a resolution of conflict (no matter if
his or the opponent’s standpoint wins). Finally, an
agent may be passive and only react to the other
party’s dialogue moves. Depending on the type
of the individual goal, different strategy will be
adopted by an agent. It means that we may need to
specify a distinct formal dialogue system for each
of the five subclasses of conflict resolution. The
model proposed in this paper does not suffer from
the problem discussed in Proposition 1, since we
differentiate the goal of the system of agents from
the goals of its members, instead of distinguishing
two types of individual goals as assumed in Wal-
ton’s model.

We also specify the four different types of ef-
fects in CRS,t. The dialogue may be fully suc-
cessful (or unsuccessful), when a given goal (of a
system, persuasive or collaborative) is fulfilled (or
not fulfilled, respectively). Moreover, we explore
such an effect when a goal is not achieved, how-
ever, an agent still “benefits” to a certain degree, as
well as the effect when an agent achieves more that
he initially intended. To identify the partially suc-
cessful and over-successful dialogues, we use the
linguistic concepts of topical relevance and gradu-
alistic reasoning.
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